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DIMENSIONS 
 
In order to compare the absolute and relative dimensions of  the lip-cups and band-cups by the various 
potters, the following ranges have been adopted. The measurements are in centimeters. 

Absolute dimensions   Lip-cups  Band-cups

extremely small   smaller than 12 smaller than 12 
extra small    12-13.9 12-14.9
small     14-16.9  15-18.9 
medium     17-20.9  19-22.9 
large     21-24.9  23-26.9 
extra large    25-29.9  27-34.9 
extremely large    30 and larger 35 and larger 

Relative dimensions of lip-cups and band-cups102

Height of bowl to diameter                       Height of foot to total height 

extra shallow  lower than 0.31 extra low lower than 0.40 
shallow   0.31-0.33 low  0.40-0.43 
medium   0.34-0.36 medium  0.44-0.47 
deep   0.37-0.39 high  0.48-0.51 
extra deep  0.40 and higher extra high higher than 0.51 

Medallion

Diameter of medallion to diameter of bowl 

extra small  smaller than 0.36 
small   0.36-0.45 
medium   0.45-0.55 
large   0.56-0.65 
extra large  larger than 0.65 
 
 
BEAZLEY’S TERMS FOR DECORATIVE SCHEMES 

Lip-cups       Band-cups 
LO  figure-decoration outside only   BO 
LI  figure-decoration inside only   -- 
LIO  figure-decoration both inside and outside BIO 
LP  no figure-decoration    BP 
--  band-cups with brief picture outside  BOB 

                                                      
102 These ranges also appy to the relative dimensions of Gordion type B cups 34 (chart 2 in chapter one) and 106 
(chart 7 in chapter four).  


